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The ability to match pitches quickly and accurately is essential for proficient singing. We
describe a new technique for estimating the time to reach a target frequency that uses
adaptive optimal-kernel (AOK) time-frequency representations, designed to optimize
the time-frequency tradeoff at each time point. We show in two experiments that this
measure is more sensitive to tonal priming effects than an onset latency measurement.
This analysis is applied to the vocal productions of untrained singers to reveal effects
of tonality and pitch height.
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Introduction

The ability to match pitch is essential for
proficient singing. Pitch-matching ability is one
of the most important determinants of singing
ability. Whereas many people claim to be “tone
deaf,”1 recent studies show that many people
may underestimate their musical proficiency, at
least when it comes to pitch matching.2,3 These
studies have found a wide range of individ-
ual difference in proficiency among occasional
singers. Natural singing abilities span the range
from professional singers, who are consistently
more accurate at pitch-matching tasks than un-
trained singers,4 to congenital amusics.5 This
wide range of abilities contrasts with the other
major form of vocal communication, speech,
in which all neurologically normal adults with-
out major hearing deficiencies develop high-
functioning proficiency.

Hutchins and Palmer6 used pitch matching
to show priming advantage for the tonic tone
(the most important and most frequent tone
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in a melody), as well as a repetition priming
advantage for individual pitches. This study
used a singing task: musically untrained par-
ticipants heard a short melody, and sang back
the pitch of the final melodic tone as soon as
possible after hearing it on the syllable /ba/.
All participants were female, to control for
vocal range. The onset latency (OL) of the
sung tones was measured, defined as the time
from the onset of the final melodic stimulus
tone to the onset of the first pitched part of
the singer’s response. Hutchins and Palmer6

found a significant effect of tonal priming,
such that the onset of responses to melodies
were on average 22 ms faster for those that
ended on the highly expected tonic tone than
those that ended on a less-expected nontonic
tone.

We present an alternative metric to the OL
measurement, the time to reach the target fre-
quency (TRTF). This measure considers not
only the onset of the tone but also the onset
of the target frequency, which may occur at or
after the OL. The TRTF incorporates both la-
tency and accuracy in measurements of tones
whose pitch can change across time. We hy-
pothesize that there should be a tonal priming
effect in the TRTF as well.
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Determining the TRTF requires both time
and frequency resolution, which presents a
challenge. To the degree that a frequency is
precisely specified, its resolution in time be-
comes blurred, and likewise as units of time
are shortened, one loses accuracy in deter-
mining the frequency. The rate at which sung
tones move through pitch space affects the ideal
ratio between frequency and temporal reso-
lution. To alleviate this problem, we use an
adaptive windowing time-frequency estimation
method, adaptive optimal-kernel (AOK) time-
frequency representations (T-FR),7 which ad-
justs the tradeoff between time and frequency
to account for how quickly the signal is chang-
ing at any given time. In addition, this method
allows us to examine the way singers correct
an inaccurate initial pitch, and their trajectory
through pitch space.

Onset and TRTF

The AOK T-FR was performed using
MATLAB and software available from the site
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/loadFile.do?objectId=11551,
using κ = 2400 (down-sampling the recording
to 4900 Hz), δ = 128, and α = 2. The ridge
was defined as the largest amplitude frequency
feature from the AOK T-FR at each point in
time after restricting to frequencies less than
500 Hz.

The OL measurement was defined as the
earliest time in a vocal response where the fol-
lowing criteria were met:

• The ridge lies within the female register of
approximately 175–480 Hz.

• The ridge persists for at least 50 ms within
the female register.

• The pitch exceeds a minimum amplitude
equal to 10% of the maximum amplitude
of the response.

The TRTF measurement was defined as the
earliest time in a vocal response where:

Figure 1. An example of the ridge obtained from
the AOK T-FR of a sample vocal production from
Hutchins and Palmer.6 The vertical line indicates the
measured time to target frequency, the dotted-dashed
line indicates the signal end, where the signal ampli-
tude drops below 10% of the maximum signal am-
plitude, and the dashed horizontal lines indicate the
pitch tolerance boundaries (one semitone above and
below the target frequency).

• The ridge is within one semitone of the
target frequency.

• At least 80% of the remaining sung re-
sponse is within one semitone of the target
frequency.

• The OL criteria are met.

Figure 1 shows an example of the ridge ob-
tained from a sample vocal production from
Hutchins and Palmer.6 The solid vertical line
indicates the measured time to target fre-
quency, the dotted-dashed vertical line indi-
cates the signal end, where the signal am-
plitude drops below 10% of the maximum
signal amplitude, and the dashed horizontal
lines indicate the pitch tolerance boundaries
(one semitone above and below the target
frequency).
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Results

Comparing OL with TRTF

A 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA com-
paring the factors of measurement type and
tonic ending showed a main effect of mea-
surement type, F (1, 23) = 50.85, P < 0.001.
The TRTF measurement yielded significantly
longer latencies than the OL measurement
(OL ≤ TRTF by definition). There was also
a main effect of tonic ending, F (1, 23) = 19.97,
P < 0.001, as well as an interaction be-
tween measurement type and tonic ending,
F (1, 23) = 57.78, P < 0.01. Participants re-
sponded faster to tonic endings than nontonic
endings across both measurement types, and
this effect was larger for the TRTF measure-
ment (33 ms) than for the OL measurement
(22 ms).

To ensure that this pattern of results was
not specific to this particular experiment, the
same analyses were also applied to Hutchins
and Palmer’s6 Experiment 3, which used an
identical task and design (only the timbre of the
final target tone was changed) with a different
group of singers. The 2 × 2 repeated-measures
ANOVA showed the same pattern of results as
Experiment 2, with main effects of measure-
ment type, F (1, 23) = 57.78, P < 0.001, tonic
ending, F (1, 23) = 13.43, P < 0.01, and an in-
teraction between measurement type and tonic
ending, F (1, 23) = 4.98, P = 0.04.

Comparing the Paths Taken to Reach
the Target Frequencies

The ridges obtained from the AOK T-FR
give a description of the trajectories of the
pitches (fundamental frequency) of the sung re-
sponses. Figure 2 shows the range of trajecto-
ries in the 400 ms after the OL for the data
from Experiment 2 for each target pitch (C4-
G4) across all responses. The dark lines indicate
the median ridge trajectory, and the lines out-
side of those indicate the 80%, 90%, and 95%
trajectories. The median trajectories for all tar-

gets began near the middle of the vocal range,
and fell to reach low targets, but ascended
to reach higher target pitches. A repeated-
measures ANOVA comparing the factors of
measurement type and target pitch revealed
a main effect of target pitch, F (7,17) = 8.68,
P < 0.001, and an interaction between target
pitch and measurement type, F (7,17) = 4.43,
P < 0.01. Both response latencies and initial in-
accuracy times (differences between the TRTF
and OL measurements) were longer on average
for high and low target pitches compared with
mid-range target pitches.

Discussion

The AOK T-FR measurement of the time
for singers to reach target frequency showed
a larger effect of tonal priming than could be
obtained with traditional OL measurements.6

The TRTF measure yielded tonal priming ef-
fects (measured as the difference in response
latencies between tonic and non-tonic condi-
tions) that were approximately 50% larger than
the OL measures. Singers were less accurate in
initial frequency and took longer to adjust to the
correct pitch when the pitch they were attempt-
ing to match was a nontonic tone than when it
is a tonic tone. Thus, the TRTF measure shows
that tonic priming is not limited solely to plan-
ning of the vocal production, but continues to
have an effect even after the tone has begun to
be produced.

The ridges provided by the AOK T-FR also
provide a useful estimate of the average vo-
cal trajectory that singers use to reach a target
pitch. Singers tended to start in the mid-range
of frequencies regardless of the pitch of the
target tone, and adjusted their frequency up-
wards to reach high-frequency target pitches,
and downward to reach low-frequency target
pitches. This provides further evidence that,
in speeded pitch-matching paradigms, such
as those of Hutchins and Palmer,6 partici-
pants continue to tune their vocal responses
even after beginning to sing. One interesting
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Figure 2. The range of ridge trajectories in the 400 ms after the OL for the data from
Experiment 2 for each target pitch (C4-G4) across all responses. The dark lines indicate
the median ridge trajectory, and the lines outside of those indicate the 80%, 90%, and 95%
quantile interval boundaries. The horizontal lines with arrows indicate the target pitch (referred
to by musical pitch below each graph).

feature of these ridges is that they begin to
move toward the target frequency immedi-
ately, indicating that participants are not wait-
ing to receive their own external feedback. This
may indicate that the onset of singing occurs
while the vocal folds are still in the process of
adjusting.

In sum, the AOK T-FR provides a useful
way of analyzing sung vocal production. It can
yield stronger measurements of psychological
processes, such as tonal priming, than can be
found solely with OLs and gives a more com-

plete picture of how singers change pitch over
the course of time.
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